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Pillsbury’s Online & 
Video Games Team

Our Team

Pillsbury’s Online & Video Games team includes attorneys 
who are at the forefront of issues central to the video 
game industries. Our Online & Video Games team is part of 
Pillsbury’s multidisciplinary Social Media & Games Team, the 
first of its kind, includes over 70 attorneys around the world 
working at the forefront of emerging business and legal 
issues relating to Virtual Goods and Currency, Gamification, 
Gamblification, Mobile Apps and Location Based Services, 
Augmented Reality, Online and Video Games, Social TV and 
much more. 

The team, which assists clients with venture capital and private 
equity funding, mergers and acquisitions, legal and business 
strategies for virtual goods and currency, intellectual property 
strategies, implementation and enforcement, preparation 
of key agreements and policies, including: terms of service 
agreements; development agree¬ments; DMCA policies, 
compliance and enforcement; data protection and privacy 
policies; COPPA policies; and much more, has represented 
both the largest players in the industry and some of the most 
promising emerging companies. 

Recent publications and presentations, details on upcoming 
events and additional information about the Social Media, & 
Games Team can be found at pillsburylaw.com/socialmedia 
or visit our blog at socialgameslaw.com.

Our unique capability to provide comprehensive, proactive 
advice on these cutting-edge issues results, in part, from our 
attorneys’ commitment to be involved in and stay abreast of 
rapidly evolving business, legal and technical trends. Through 
this investment, our team obtains valuable knowledge and 
insights that enable us to provide significant strategic advice 
and resources to clients, well beyond just “doing legal work.” 
Some of those activities include: 

Social Media & Games

Explosive growth in the types of video games and 
the number of available platforms has created 
a more urgent need to understand and address 
the legal issues associated with the growth of 
the industry. Pillsbury has an internationally 
recognized, multidisciplinary team of attorneys 
who are at the forefront of these issues and assist 
clients across the entire spectrum of legal matters 
and business opportunities. We are the first major 
law firm to establish a multidisciplinary practice 
focused on video games. Across our 15 offices in 
the U.S., Europe, and Asia, we represent some of 
the largest companies in the industry and some 
of the most promising startups and emerging 
growth companies.
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Social Media & Games

• Firm lawyers serve in key leadership positions on 
American Bar Association committees (Chair, Committee 
on Virtual Worlds and Computer Gaming; Chair, Virtual 
Worlds and Multiuser Online Games Committee, Digital 
Advertising and many more).

• Firm lawyers formed and currently chair the Social Media 
& Games Committee for the International Technology Law 
Association (ITechLaw).

• Team members are active in SL Video Game Bar 
Association (“VGBA”) in Second Life world.  The VGBA is a 
unique association of video game legal professionals. Its 
invitation only membership consists of in house counsel 
from the premiere publishers and developers as well as 
the most respected outside counsel. 

• Sponsored first writing competition on legal issues for 
virtual worlds with an award ceremony in Second Life®.

• Firm lawyer created and currently chairs the 
Technology and Entertainment Convergence seminar, 
“Technotainment,” which draws over 500 people, in New 
York City and San Francisco, and connects hundreds of 
others virtually via webcast.

• Publisher of the www.socialgameslaw.com blog.

• Active in the Twitter community @Get_SET_Law

• Host informative panels with industry leaders from 
companies like Electronic Arts and Zynga.

• Our team attends dozens of industry events each year 
and is frequently invited to speak at leading industry 
conferences worldwide, including:

− CES: Annual Games Summit

− Social Media Week: Washington DC, New York and 
San Francisco

− SxSW

− Global iGaming Summit & Expo (GiGse)

− Augmented Reality Event

− Game Developers Conference

− Engage! Conference & Expo 

Types of Clients

• Video game developers and publishers 

• Businesses providing middleware tools and services to 
developers and publishers

• Media companies licensing content for video games

Types of Video Games

• Mobile and Tablet Games 

• Social Games

• Console/PC Games

• Online Games

• Cloud-based Games

What We Do

Our Online & Video Games team offers comprehensive 
services, including:

Intellectual Property 
Patents

• Developing and implementing strategies for protecting 
patentable technology and business methods

• Understanding and avoiding infringement of 
third-party patents

• Understanding implications of patent provisions in Terms 
of Service and End User License Agreements

• Patent licensing and litigation

Trademarks
• Protecting and enforcing mainstream trademarks in  

video games

• Protecting and enforcing trademarks for the names and 
trade dress of video games, characters and series

• Advising on issues relating to the use of trademarks and 
product placement within video games

• Licensing in-game  use of trademarks 

“U.S. Virtual Goods market to hit $2.9 Billion in 
2012.” —Techcrunch, Dec. 2012

 
Copyrights

• Developing and implementing strategies for protecting 
copyrightable content

• Licensing characters, music and other creative content in 
video games

• Advising on Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) 
compliance and use of the DMCA to enforce copyrights in 
video games

• Understanding implications of copyright ownership 
provisions in Terms of Service and End User 
License Agreements
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• Enforcement against illegal copying of virtual items 
and marketplaces for facilitating unauthorized sale of 
virtual items

Open Source
• Advising on the use of open source software in 

video games

• Conducting open source audits of source code used in/
with virtual worlds and video games

• Open source compliance and due diligence issues

• Strategies for providing open source tools to use with 
proprietary video game software

• Management and employee seminars on open 
source issues

Agreements and Licensing
• Drafting Developer and Publisher agreements

• Drafting and advising on the implications of Terms of 
Service and End User License Agreements

• Advising on unauthorized use of third-party applications 
that work with video games

• Advising on all aspects of licensing involving video games

• Advising on compliance with platform terms

Corporate
• Venture capital and other financing

• Mergers and acquisitions

• Corporate formation and governance

• Development and implementation of corporate risk 
management procedures

Privacy & Data Protection
• Advising on data protection and privacy for Internet, 

• e-commerce and online gaming in the entertainment and 
media sectors

• E-business audits, Website set up and data protection

• Protection of customer and employee data

• Assist media companies in implementing and complying 
with appropriate privacy laws regarding minors’ use of 
online games

Property Rights
• Advising on ownership vs. licensing of virtual currency and 

virtual assets

• Advising on property rights upon termination of TOS and/
or EULA

Litigation and Dispute Resolution Issues
• Advising on Terms of Service and End User License 

Agreement disputes

• Patent, trademark, copyright and trade secret litigation

• Right of publicity and privacy litigation arising from use in 
video games

• Advising on contracts/disputes between end users of 
video games 

• Advising on cyber-stalking, defamation, intentional 
infliction of emotional distress, libel and other 
in-game torts

Financial Services
• Advising on virtual currency and exchange issues

• Advising on “real money trade” and regulatory issues

• Advising on in-world payment methods and technologies 
and commerce

Tax
• Advising on tax issues involving video game transactions

• Advising on issues related to taxation of virtual currency

Regulatory
• Advising on in-world skill contests, gambling 

and sweepstakes

• Voice Over IP (VOIP) regulation of online games

• Law enforcement surveillance issues

• Broadband access, technologies and services

• FCC regulatory requirements of online and 
Internet gaming

• Carrier issues related to Mobile Games

• Assist companies targeted by the DOJ in connection with 
processing transactions

ATTORNEY ADVERTISING. Results depend on a number of factors unique to 
each matter. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome.
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